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SIIMMARY
Let y be a Jordan curve in the z-plane which contains the origin in its interior .
Every continuous function on y is uniformly approximable by polynomials in z
and 1/z (Walsh) . If y is rectifiable, all powers zn are required to obtain a spanning
set for
C(y),
but it has been observed (Warmer) that for nonrectifiable y, the power
zo=1 is superfluous . The authors obtain a formula for the distance in C(y) between
a given power of a and the closed span of all but a finite number of the other
powers (Theorem 2) . This formula leads to various geometric conditions on y under
which one can omit a given (finite) number of powers z++, and still have a spanning
set left (Section 5). The basic tool in the paper is a Walsh type theorem with side
conditions (Section 2) .
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, y denotes a simple closed curve in the z-plane
which contains the origin in its interior . By a classical theorem of WALSH
[3, 4], the powers
zn, n=0, ± 1, ± 2, . . .
form a spanning set for the space C(y) of the continuous functions on
y under the supremum norm . In the special case where y is the unit
circle z = eU, 0 < t < 2~r, this result reduces to the familiar theorem of
Weierstrass on trigonometric approximation .
Thinking of recent results for Jordan arcs [2], it is natural to ask if,
or when, certain subsets of powers zn already span the space C(y). A short
note by WERMER [5] implies that one can omit an arbitrary power zq
when y is nonrectifiable .
1 . SIMPLE OBSERVATIONS FOR RECTIFIABLE JORDAN CURVES
We assume in this section that y has finite length L. In this case,
it is impossible for a power z4 to belong to the closed span of the other
powers zn . Indeed, if some finite sum ~' cn
zn+s+l,
where n & -1, would
be close to zQ, then ~' Cnzn would be close to
z-1
(and conversely) . How-
ever, by elementary complex analysis,
I2niI=~fy(z-1- ~'e„zn)dzl <11z' -' czn j . L,
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no matter what coefficients c„ one selects . Thus, letting S denote the
closed span, in C(y), of the powers zn with n -1,
(1 .1)
	
d(z-1 , 8)= inf I Iz
-1- ~'
ca
z>
>
L
.
Walsh' theorem, quoted above, can be used to show that one has
equality in (1 .1)
OBSERVATION 1 . For y o f length L,
(1 .2) d(z-1 , S)=
L
.
A quick proof can be derived from the "continuous linear functionals
formula" for the distance to a subspace of a Banach space (cf . [1], p. 261) .
In the case of C(y), those functionals are given by complex Borel measures :
(1 .3) d(z-1 , S)= max
Il(z
1)I = max
I f'
'z-ldu(z)I
us)=o
Ihll
dµ .Ls
fyldal
Every measure du on y which is orthogonal to S must be a scalar multiple
of dz . Indeed, determining a such that
dv=du-adz
is orthogonal to z-1 , the resulting measure dv will be orthogonal to all
powers zn on y, hence to G(y) (Walsh), and thus dv=0 . Formula (1 .2)
now follows easily from (1.3) .
At first sight, formula (1 .2) looks rather strange (except if y is a circle
about the origin) : the longer y is, the better one is able to approximate z-1
by linear combinations o f other powers z"~ on y ! However, the result becomes
more plausible if one looks at it as follows . Having a close approximation
to
z-1
by a sum ~' cn z~ (in which n -1), specifically, having
1Iz-1- ~' c„ z"`I I
< 8 = 2,~
(L
+e)
,
is equivalent to having a polynomial Po(z, z-1 ) in z and
z-1
with norm
< S on y and with coefficient of
z-1
equal to 1 . Or also, to having a
polynomial P(z, z- 1 ) such that
(1 .5)
IIP(z, z-1)II=1, I $,
P(z, z- 1 ) dz~ > 2n/S .
By Walsh' theorem, finally, (1 .5) is equivalent to the existence of con-
tinuous functions f (z) on y such that
(1 .6)
IIt(z)II =1 ,
I5,f(z)dz~>2~c/b=L/(1+eL) :
OBSERVATION
2 . Given (1 .1), formula (1.2) would also follow from the
existence (for each
e>0)
o f continuous f (z) on y satisfying (1 .6) .
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An appropriate function f (z) is easy to find in the special case where
y has a continuously turning tangent line : Setting arg dz on y equal to
0(z), one can take
f(z)
= dz~ = e
-aec=>
this choice makes fy /(z) dz equal to L !
In the general case one can approximate y by an "inscribed" polygonal
line of length L close to L. Denoting the consecutive vertices by
zo, z1, . . ., Z, = zo, setting arg (zk - zk-1) = 0k , and defining
g(z)=e-iek on the arc (zk_1, zk) of y, k=1, . . ., p,
the piecewise constant function g(z) on y has
(1 .7)
	
I~g(z)~j =1, 5 g(z) dz=L .
One can next obtain a corresponding continuous function f (z) on y by
"cutting the corners off g(z)", using a parametrization z=q~(t) of y (cf.
Section 2) . The resulting /(z) will have norm 1 and integral close to L.
Via Observation 2 one thus obtains another proof of (1 .2) .
2 . A WALSH TYPE THEOREM WITH BIDE CONDITIONS
WERMER'S short note [5] implies that formula (1 .2) must also hold
when L = oo . His proof uses some not-so-simple functional analysis. We
indicate here how one can give an independent proof similar to the one
for finite L at the end of Section 1 . As it stands, the latter proof contains
one step which gives trouble when L=oo, namely, the step from (1.6)
to (1 .5) . The following convenient result of Walsh type enables one to
avoid this difficulty by going directly from (1 .7) to (1.4), whether y is
rectifiable or not. Thus (1 .2) follows from (1.7) also when L==oo .
THEOREM 1 . Let y be a Jordan curve in the z-plane which contains the
origin in its interior, and let g(z) be a function o f bounded variation on y .
Then there is, to every e > 0, a polynomial P(z, z -1 ) in z and z-1 such that
When y is nonrectifiable, the integral o f P in (2 .2) is to be interpreted as
2~i times the coefficient o Z 1 in P .
Instead of (2.2), one can impose p side conditions
(2.2') f,, P(z, z
-1) zk-1
dz= f
y
g(z)
z
k-1
dz, k=k1, . . ., kp .
For continuous g(z) of bounded variation, (2.1) can be strengthened to
(2.1') ~Ig(z)--P(z, z-1)II,,<e .
(2 .1)
I~P(z, z
-
')~~3,< IIg(z)II,y +e,
(2.2) fy P(z, z-1 ) dz= fy g(z) dz .
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In the special case of rectifiable curves y, the above result could be
derived from Walsh' theorem on uniform approximation of continuous
functions f (z) by polynomials in z and z-1 : one would begin by approxi-
mating g(z) by continuous f (z) on y .
To deal with the "general case," we will use a different theorem of
WALSH [3, 4] : "Let B be an annular domain bounded externally by a
Jordan curve y, and internally by a Jordan curve y' which contains the
origin in its interior . Let F(z) be continuous on clos B and holomorphic
throughout B. Then F(z) is uniformly approximable on clos B by poly-
nomials in z and z-1." It is perhaps of interest to note that Walsh derived
his theorem for Jordan curves y from the above result for annular domains .
Our proof below, although a little more complicated, is similar to that
derivation .
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 . It is convenient to map the interior D of y
one to one and conformably onto the unit disc wi <1 . Let w=(z) be
the normalized mapping function : ~(0)=0, '(0) >0. We will denote the
inverse map by z= W(w) . It is well-known that and ¶ have continuous
1-1 extensions to clos D, and to
Iwl
<1, respectively . Thus the curve
y has the parametric representation
z = (ett), 0 < t < 2v.
STEP 1 . Consider the function
gi(t)=g{V'(e{t)}
of period 2~ which is of bounded variation on [0, 2~c] . We will approximate
gi(t) by a continuous piecewise linear function fi(t) of period 2n in such
a way that
(2.3)
	
II/ill = sup
I fi(t)I < Ilgill, Ifo &i(t)
-fi(t)} dV'(ett)I <ii .
The approximation will be such that if g(z) is continuous (so that also
gi(t) is continuous), then
(2.3')
Ilgi-
fiIi < ~ .
Method : Choose points of continuity
to<t1< . . .<t,~=to+2~
of gi (t) such that all intervals [t1_1, tj] are small, and define
fi(tj) =gi(ti), f1(t)
linear on
[t5-i, t9], j= 1,
. . ., n .
In this way (2.3) can be satisfied: One will have
IIfiii < llgill,
and the total
variation of f i over [to, to + 2v] will be bounded by that of gi , hence
n n
I
f
_1{gi(t)-fi(t)}d`P(e`t)I =I f _1{W(ett)-` '(e"i)}d{gi(t)-fi(t)}I
i-1 i-1
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will be small by the (uniform) continuity of W(et) . For (uniformly) con-
tinuous gi(t), one will also have (2.3') .
Observe that the second inequality (2.3) can be extended to an arbitrary
finite set
Ifo {gi(t) - fi(t)}dY l (e tt)IkI <~, k=ki,
. . ., kp .
STEP 2 . We approximate fi(t) by a trigonometric polynomial T(t) in
such a way that
T(O) =f(O),
fo"
Ifi(t) - T'(t)I dt<t'
.
For sufficiently small ~', it follows that
(2.4)
	
IIfi-TII
<m IS" (f1-T) dYf I <n .
STEP 3 .
T (t) is
the restriction to the unit circle
w=e, O<t<2, of
a polynomial Q(w, w-i) in w and w-i . We now consider the function
F(z) =Q{~(z), ~(z)-i }
which is continuous on clos D - {O}, holomorphic in D - {O} . Let B be
an annular domain obtained from D by omitting a small disc
IzI
<S< 1/2n .
Then by the theorem of Walsh quoted above, there will be a polynomial
Pi(z, z-i) such that
(2.5) max IF(z)-Pi(z, z-i)I <'i .
oloe a
In particular, for z=Y'(ett) on y, so that F(z) =T(t),
(2.6)
IIT(t) -
Pj(z, z
-i)II<?)
.
Letting y' denote the circle IzI=6, one has
(f,
F(z) dz=)
fo T (t) dY'(ett ) = - J,1
!'(w)
dQ(w,
w
-I)
_ - fmcv
, ~ I'(w )
dQ(w,
w
-i)=L .
F(z) dz,
hence, once more by (2.5),
(2 .7)
Ifo
TcW'-5, Pi(z,
z-1)
dzl = l
fti
,, {F(z)-Pi(z,
z-i)}dzI < j .
FINAL STEP . We combine (2.3), (2 .4), (2 .6) and (2 .7) to obtain the
inequalities
(2.8)
III'i(z, z-i)IIY<IITII+n<IIfill+2i <hIgihI+
2~=IIg(z)IIy+ 2~7
and
I J, g(z)dz- fy, . Pi(z, z-i) dzI
(2 .9)
= Ifo(gi-fi) dW+ 5(f'
o-T) dY'+ f o TdW- f,,, Pi (z, z-i) dzI < 3 .
Denoting the difference in the first member of (2.9) by 2~ic, we now
define
(2.10) P(z, z-1)=Pi(z, z
-
i)+cz-i .
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Then P will satisfy (2.2) ; since by (2 .9), Ici < 2ri, our P will also satisfy
(2 .1) provided i is chosen small enough .
There is no difficulty replacing (2 .9) by a finite set of inequalities
I$Y g(z)
zk-1 dz- fY
.
Pi(z,
z-1) zk
-1 dzl <
3 ,
k=k1 i . . ., kp .
One can now add to Pl a suitable linear combination of powers z
-k
(k=k1, . . ., kp) with small coefficients to obtain a P which satisfies (2.2')
as well as (2 .1) .
For continuous g(z) of bounded variation, our construction leads to a
P which satisfies (2.1') in addition to (2.2) or (2.2') .
3 . A DISTANCE FORMULA FOR POWERS IN C(y)
Denoting by S' the closed span in C(y) of the powers z~ with n -k,
the method of Section 1 and the beginning of Section 2 shows that
(3.1)
	
d (z-
k,
S') =
I5,,
z-k zk-l dz i 2~ 2n
f,lz
k-1
dzi
5,,I
dzk/kl
L(Yk/k)
Here yk/k denotes the curve traced by the points zk/k as z traverses y ;
for k =0, one has to interpret yk/k as log y. For the proof it is useful
to observe that
L(yk/k)=f
Y
Izx-ldzl
is finite if and only if L=L(y) is finite ; when L=oo, one would use
Theorem 1 .
We now consider a more general situation . Let S* denote the closed
span in 0(y) o f the powers
z"~ with n - kl , . . ., -k,,,
where k 1 , . . ., kp are p given distinct integers . Naturally,
(3.2) d(z- k1, 8*)_ max I
fY
z-kl da(z)I
aµ18 •
JY Id4uI
When y has finite length, Walsh' theorem shows that the admissible
measures du are precisely the measures of the form
(3.3) da(z)=Q(z)dz=(o' zkr
+ . .
.+apzkv 1 )dz
(cf. Section 1) . Hence (for rectifiable y),
(3.4') d1=d(z-
k1,
S*)= m ,
where
(3.4")
m1= min 1 Q(z) dz
al
a9
JY
al
min
fY i (
zkl-1 + I52 z
k2-1+ . . . + flp zkv1) dz i
= mmn L(yki/k1 +92 yk2/k2 + . .
. + jp ykv/kp) .
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We will see in Section 4 that formula (3 .4) holds for all curves y . In
the case where y has infinite length, it is easy only to prove the inequality
(3
.5)
	
d1> 2~c
ml
where ml is given by (3 .4") .
Indeed, assuming ml finite (or there is nothing to prove), let Q(z)dz
be a (finite) measure on y o f the form (3.3) with al 0 . We now take zn E S*,
that is, n - kg. Although the individual integrals
5 , zn+x
;-i dz
do not exist, they should in some sense be zero, hence one would guess
that Q(z)dz will be orthogonal to zn. To verify this, one observes first
that since 5,, ~Q(z)dzl is finite whereas 5,, ~dz~ is infinite, y can have infinite
length only near zeros of Q(z), hence only near a finite number of points .
Excluding subarcs of y in small discs about these points, one can write
f,, zn Q(z) dz = lim f,,, zn Q(z) dz,
v'->v
where y' is the union of the remaining (rectifiable) subarcs of y . It follows
from the continuity and single-valuedness of that
5Y, zn+x
;-i dz - 0
as the small discs shrink to points, and thus y' -- y. One concludes that
Q(z)dz is orthogonal to S* .
The above limit process shows also that
f r z-xl Q (z) dz = 2niai
.
Inequality (3 .5) is now a consequence of (3 .2), or of the elementary
estimate
2rcia1~ _ f 3, (z-'l- ~* cnzn) Q(z) dzl
z~eS •
C ~Iz-kl-~* cnznlIJy ~Q(z) dzl,
(of
. Section 1) .
We will prove below that also di 5 2~c/ml
THEOREM 2. Let y be any Jordan curve which contains the origin in
its interior. Let $* denote the closed span in C(y) of the powers z',
n -k1,	p
. Then
(3
.6') d3=d(z-k;, S*)= m , g=1, . . ., p,
where
m1= mm n
a Q(z) dz
(3
.6°)
D J Y
1
=
min L(91 yxi/kl+ . . . +,Bp ykv/kp) .
Here yk/k has to be read as logy when k=0 .
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4 . PROOF OF THEOREM 2
It is of course sufficient to prove formula (3.6) for the case j =1 . We
have shown already that d1> 2/nil (3 .5), hence it remains to prove that
(4.1)
	
dl=d(z -ki, S*)<2~c/ml .
Inequality (4.1) is equivalent to having, for each 6>0, a polynomial
P(z, z-1 ) such that
IIP(z,
z-')II=
1, I f., P(z, z-1 ) zkl-ldzl >mi-e
(>1/s
if m1=oo),
(4.2)
5 P(z, z-1 ) zkt-1 dz = 0, j=2, . . .,p .
Indeed, (4.1) implies the existence of P(z, z-l) satisfying (4.2) (cf. Section 1),
and, conversely, the relations (4.2) for a polynomial P(z, z- 1 ) imply that
its coefficient of z-ki has absolute value > (ml .-e)/2v (or > 1/2~ce), and
that it has no terms involving z-k1 with j =2, . . ., p .
In view of Theorem 1, it will be sufficient to obtain piecewise constant
functions g(z) on y which satisfy the conditions for P given in (4.2) .
That such functions exist will be derived from the following
LEMMA. Let q~i, q~2, . . .,
~p
be arbitrary continuous functions on [a, b],
and let
(4.3) m= min V(q'i+,92q~2+ . ..+,BpWp),
where V() stands for the total variation o f P on [a, b] . Then there is a
piecewise constant function w(t) on (a, b) such that
IIw1I=
max
Iw(t)I=1, Ifa
wdpiI >m-e (>1/e
2f m=c'o),
(4.4)
b
5a
wdg71 =0, j=2, . . ., p .
REMARK . The minimum in (4.3) always exists. Indeed, if all combi-
nations q~i + t2q'2 + . . . +fl, have infinite total variation, then m = oo and
there is nothing to prove . Suppose from here on that some such combi-
nation ~l has finite total variation . If all combinations fl2q~2 + . . . + ~pq~p
with ,8= (/92, . . ., fl,) 0 have infinite total variation, then m= V(~1) . From
now on, suppose that also some combination ~2 of the latter form has
finite total variation . Continuing in this way, we can finally write
q~l+~2q~2+ • • • + fspq~p=~1+d2~2+ . . .+Qh~A+o'n+l~n+1+ • . .+Qp~p,
where ~l, . . ., $j are of bounded variation, while all combinations of
op (except the zero combination) have infinite total variation .
Clearly,
inf V(q1+/92x22+ . . .+/4pg7,)= inf V(~1+a2~2+ . . .+ah~n) .
The latter infimum is simply the distance, in a normed vector space
with total variation as norm, between ~l and the finite dimensional
subspace spanned by P2, . . ., fin • This distance is assumed (of
. [1], p. 202) .
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PROOF OF THE LEMMA, Taking a subset of
922,
. . ., q~, if necessary, we
may assume that
dg22, . . ., dp
p are linearly independent, or equivalently,
that 1, q~2, . . ., q~p are linearly independent, so that no nonzero combination
/9292+
. . . + /9pq~p
is equal to a constant . (Removing superfluous ~~ affects
neither the value of m, nor the proof of the third line in (4.4).) One can
show by induction relative to p that there will then be a set of p points
on [a, b] on which the functions 1,
q~2,
. . ., q~p are linearly independent .
Let us now consider a sequence of partitionings
(4.5)
	
it : a = to < tl < . . . < tk < . . . < to = b,
n=1,2, . . .
of [a, b], where the tic will depend on n . We require that
2n+1
be a refinement
of ~n, that
P(~n)= max (tic -tk_1 ) -~ 0 as n -* co,
n
n
and that 1, q~ 2 , . . .,
q~p
be linearly independent on nn for n > p+ 1. Now
let Vn(~) denote the total variation of on Tln . Then Vn(~) (', and when-
ever cP is continuous, Vn(~) -~ V() . Thus for every choice of
19_
(192 , . . ., ~4p ),
(4 .6)
vn(/9) = Vn(g71+/92972+
. . .
+Np97P) T v(N)=V(wl+fl2q
,2+ . . . +,9pg
7p) .
We will show that
(4.7)
an=
mm vn(i9)
T
m= min v(j9) .
Clearly,
,un
T
and ,un <m, hence iun -~ ,u cm. Suppose for the time being
that ,u < m. We let En denote the set of all
/9
such that vn(9) <,u . Since
vn(fl)
is a continuous function of /9, the set En is closed ; since vn (/9) T,
one has E
n D En+1 . We next show that for n >p + 1, the set En must be
bounded. Indeed, consider
2-= min
Vn(j92g72+
. . .
+/9pg7p),
II~II°1
where may be taken equal to Ij9j j . For n>p+1, we will have
= ,.>0 :
no combination of
q~2, . . .,
~p
can be constant on ~p+1 . Thus for arbitrary
/9, and for n > p + 1,
wn(/9)= Vn(N2g72+
. . . +flpg7p) >
II/9II ) .
Since wn(/9) - oc as
II~II
- cc, also vn(fl) -~ cc as
II/9II -a oo
. It follows
that En must be bounded, and hence En is compact (n > p + 1) . One
concludes that the nested sets En must have a common element /9' .
However, this would imply that
m < v(/9') = lira v n (fl') <,u,
contradicting our assumption that ,u <m . The contradiction shows that
,u=m, which establishes (4 .7) .
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We now choose a fixed n such that
(4.8)
	
lln >m-e (>1/e if m=oo) .
Setting
(4.9)
971(tk) - cp9(tk- 1) = 7k, (71,
. .
.,
we are given that
n
(4.10) minv n((3)= min I lk+~2 2k+ • • • + ~pS~pk = un •
R d k=1
That is, in the normed space l1(n) of the complex n-tuples x= (ii, . . ., n)
under the h norm, the distance between the vector xl and the subspace
spanned by x2i . . ., xp is equal to ,u, . Thus by the continuous linear
functionals formula for the distance to a subspace, there exists a linear
functional l on 1 1(n) such that
IIlI~
=1 , l(x1)=,un, l(xp)=0, j=2, . . ., p .(4.11)
It is easy to verify that all linear functionals on l 1(n) have the form
n
(4.12) l(x)=
~wk k,
1
and that
(4.13)
II III=
sup
Il(x)I
= max
(IxII
(cf. [1], p .
that there
(4.14)
252) . Combining (4.11), (4 .12), (4.13) and (4.9), we conclude
exist numbers wk, k=1, . . ., n such that
i max JwkI =1,
n
wk{~1(tk)
-
~1(tk
-1) J =
an,
1
n
G wk{~7(tk)-921(tk-1)}=0,
j=2, . . .,p .
1
We finally define
(4.15) w(t)=wk for tk_1<t<tk, k=1, . . .,n .
By (4.14) and (4 .8) the step function w(t) will satisfy (4.4) .
COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM
2 . Let z = p(t), a <
t <
b, be a
parametrization of y . Then we can write (cf. (3 .4"))
m1= min SYId(z k1
/k1+~32zk2/k2+
. .
.+ppzkv/kp)l
(4.16) R
=min V(pk1/k1+62q 2
/k2+
. .
.+Npq kv/kp) •
p
Defining
(4.17) q1(t)=g~ki(t)/k~, j=1, . .
.,p,
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the number ml thus becomes equal to the number m in (4.3) . Taking a
function w(t) as provided by our lemma, we now define g(z) on y by
setting
(4.18)
	
g{q~(t)}=w(t), actcb .
Then we will have
9(z),,=IIw(t)II=1,
(4.19)
~JY g(z)z
ki-
1 dzl=l$ w(t) dmi(t)~>m1
- e (>1/s if m1=oo);
f, g(z)zk' -1
dz
=
$ w(t)dq~f(t)=0, j=2, . . .,p .
Application of Theorem 1 now proves the existence of P(z, z -1 ) as in (4.2)
(with a different s) ; inequality (4.1) follows .
5 . CURVES FOR WHICH FINITE SETS OF POWERS CAN BE OMITTED
Our point of departure is the following
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 2 . Let y be a Jordan curve which contains
the origin in its interior . Let k 1 , . . ., kP be p arbitrary (distinct) integers,
and set
(5.1) Q(z)=a1zk1 -1 + . . .+ c zkv 1 .
The powers
(5.2) zn, n, -k1i	v
will span C(y) i f and only i f y is such that
(5.3)
$, Q(z)
dz =L(ai yk1/k1+ . . .+apykv/kP)=00
for every choice o f a = (a1,
. . . , ap)
0 .
PROOF. The closed span S* of the powers (5.2) will coincide with C(y)
if and only if
d~=d(z-ki, S*)=0
for each j=1, . . .,p . By Theorem 2, d5=0 if and only if (5.3) holds for
all a with a~ 0 . Thus all d1 will vanish if and only if (5 .3) holds for all
EXAMPLE 1
. It is easy to obtain Jordan curves y for which any p
consecutive powers
{z-k1, . . ., z -kv}={zq, . . ., zq+p-1}
can be omitted. Indeed, in this case the corresponding nonzero linear
combinations Q(z) are the product of a power of z and a polynomial in z
of degree cp -1, hence they have at most p -1 zeros on y . Taking for
y any curve (around the origin) which has infinite length near p o f its
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points, (5.3) must be satisfied for every a 0 : no Q40 can cancel all
the infinite length in y . Hence by the Corollary, the powers
zn, n q, . . .,q+p-1
will span C(y) .
One can also obtain Jordan curves y for which any p powers (not
necessarily consecutive) can be omitted. One way is to give y infinite
length near infinitely many of its points . However, we will see below
that one can also take a curve which has "sufficiently large" infinite
length near just one point . This is possible because of the following fact :
At a point zo 0, a nonzero linear combination Q(z) of p powers (5.1)
can not have a zero o f multiplicity greater than p -1 . (But a zero of multi-
plicity equal to p-1 does occur at zo for suitable af .) Indeed, suppose
Q(v)(zo)=0, v=0, 1, . . .,p-l ; zo,0 .
Then also
(4-)
zQ(z)Iw=alklzo
1
} . . . ! aD kDzov=O, v=0, 1, . . .,p-1 .
However, the coefficient matrix of this homogeneous system of p linear
equations in al
zo1, . . ., aDzov is the Vandermonde matrix corresponding to
kl, . . ., kP -hence invertible! (Cf. [1], p. 78.) It follows that the system
has no nonzero solution . (Leaving off the pth equation, there will of
course be a nonzero solution .)
EXAMPLE 2 . Let y be the following Jordan curve, obtained from the
unit circle by adding a "wiggle" of the type t sin (t-P)
ett{1 +t sin (t-P)}, O<t<~
-1/P,
(5.4)
	
z=q:(t)=
ett,
-1/P t
5 2~ .
By the above observation on multiple zeros there exists, for each nonzero
Q(z) of the form (5.1), a constant c>-0 such that near z=1,
IQ(z)-Q(1)I>clz -
lip -1 .
Thus for small e>0,
1 iQ(z)
dzi
>5 cI4'(t)-
1IP-ll
q'(t)I
dt
>5
c(t)P -
'pt- PI COs (t-P)I dt-0(1)=oo .
Hence by the Corollary, any set obtained from {zm} by leaving off p powers
will span C(y) .
For this particular curve, one can not omit more than p powers ! Indeed,
for any set of p + 1 powers zkf-1, there is a nonzero linear combination
11(z) which has a zero at the point z=1 of multiplicity p. For such an R(z),
5, IR(z)dzI<5o C(t) -1IPi 7'(t)I dt+0(1)=0(1) .
3
0
5
EXAMPLE 3. Replacing the "power wiggle" t sin (t -P) in Example 2
by the "exponential wiggle"
t sin (eh/t), 0<t< l/log ~,
one obtains a Jordan curve y for which any finite set o f powers z"+ can be
omitted .
It seems likely that there are Jordan curves y for which certain infinite
sets of powers zn can be omitted. However, one could never omit all
negative powers : If polynomials in z alone converge uniformly on y, they
automatically converge uniformly on the (closure of the) interior D of y,
hence their limit on y must be the boundary function of a holomorphic
function in D.
It would be interesting to investigate what kind of infinite sets of
powers zn can be omitted, and under what conditions on y .
University of California, San Diego
and
San Diego State University
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